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ABSTRACT. For a function f 6- H’(B.) with f(0) 0 we prove

Q) IfO<p<s,then

or-’(lOg 1) f "*- f

Iip<,then

P JO
here Rf is the fractional derivative of f. These results generali the known cases s 8,
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1. INTRODUCTION.

Let C" denote the n-dimensional vector space over C. Let B. dehote the unit ball in C" with

boundary 3B,, and let o denote the rotation-invariant positive measure on 3B,. for which o(3B,.) 1.

We assume that fis holomorphic in B.. Let R#f(z) . ]ala.be the fractional derivative of

f(z) , a.a(fl > 0).

For 0 < p,s,fl < oo, we set

and

M(r,f) / If(r)
J

Ifll L.# ,If(rl l’-’lR#f(r) l’( lg 7) r-’do(ldr

As usual ,for 0 < p < o,H(B.) denotes the space of holomorphic functions on B. for which

the means Mp(r,f) are bounded and the norm of f 6_ Ht(B,.) is defined by
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f II, sup0<.<,M,(r,f).

Throughout this note,we assume that f 6_ H(B.) with f(0) 0.

In [1], Hardy Littlewood proved the following well--known theorem about H(BI).

THEOREM HL. If 0 < p 2 ,f 6_ /-P(B,), then

f]0(1 r)(r,fl)dr < (.)

If 2 p < , then * implies f 6 H"(B,).

In this note, we generali these results to the unit ball B., with a new and short prof. That

is, we prove the following

TOREM. If0<p,then

1
j

@ I[ p <, then

f L., f 1 -1

t , I n the Theorem 5y the ollowin
LEMMA. For 0 < p <, then

II/II ; ’ II/II
we have the {ollowin orollary, which extends Theorem (note that o B., R’/()

r

COROLLARY. 0 < p , then

1

I{ Z p <, then

2. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS.

PROOF of the Theorem. Let 0 < p s. Assume without loss of generality that f II, 0,

Set/4’) If(r)
IIf ; then aa./a()da() -- 1 we have by Jensen’s.inequality, for each r,

f R’f(r) I’/,(Dd())’/’=(llfll,. f(rD

> f j..I ’

If(r/Z) I’-’lRf(rD I’da(/;) > f f,-’(r,Rf)
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Therefore

fil T’ fll ;.,., fli ’-,f’f If(r)lt-’lRPf(r)l’(log -)’P-’r-’d()dr* JoJ.
r- log

r, M;(r,Rf)dr

The case p s is treated in a similar way to obtain,for each r,

f

tt-’Or-[joxlog 1f 7)
This completes the proof of the Theorem.

Now,we use the technique of [2] to give the prf of the lem.

For B,, Rf() fr(), where ft() f(), R C B.
By the Hardy--Stein identity for one complex variable ([3]) we have

rM(r’fr) 2ado Ift(’)I’-’lr(

Integrating with resct to do(), using the Fubini theorem and the formula

see [4, P. 15]), we have

M,r,f, P’IJ ]f()lt-’lR’f()l’(log
tting rl ,we obtain the Lemma.
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